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Abstract—In this paper, we would like to present a way to
profit from a universe of more than 1800 stocks using a well
known statistical arbitrage technique - pairs trading. This paper
focuses on pairs selection and evaluation of the selected pairs
performance in a portfolio or pairs. Our initial result shows above
average Sharpe ratio with acceptable range of drawdown. Also,
the work on this paper is a precursor to our future work which
will incorporate different machine learning (ML) techniques to
this pairs trading strategy.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Pairs trading is a market neutral trading strategy which
involves trading assets which usually highly correlated. These
correlations can stem from the assets being in the same
industry, sector, market beta or even P/E ratios. Execution
of this strategy involves a long position in one asset and a
short position in the other, with the emphasis that both long
and short positions have the same market value. The idea of
pairs trading was first introduced in the mid-1980s by Morgan
Stanley’s quant division and was used to great success.
This paper is divided into several parts. Section II talks
about the literature review and some initial work. In section
III, we introduce formally the idea of pairs trading which cover
pairs selection and trade execution. This is followed by our
final methodology in section IV and evaluation in Section V.
Section VI wraps up the paper with some discussion on the
next phase of our project.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW & I NITIAL W ORK
It is worth noting that they have been many extensions to the
original pairs trading which incorporates ideas from different
fields. In our literature review, we focus on the ML extensions
of pairs trading. Our initial idea for ML on pairs trading
root from a Stanford CS229 project paper which incorporates
Kalman filter techiniques to estimate the spread - trading signal
[1]. Despite the use of novel ML techniques, we are not
entirely confident in the following two aspects: (1) the use
of Kalman filter on a erratically-behaved time series and (2)
the use of previous period spread as a feature to predict the
next period’s spread as a trading signal. We follow up with
a later CS229 project which includes other features for ML
such as technical indicators [2]. We attempted to reimplenet
what [2] did but faced a problem of overfitting in our model
which resulted in below par out-of-sample performance. The
disappointing intial results are presented in Section 3 of this
paper.
Upon getting bad initial results, we did some rethinking and
understanding of the problem. We realized that most of the
literature that we had seen thus far did not take into account
the slight possibility of forward bias. One notable ignorance
of forward bias is the estimation of the hedge ratio β. Most

literature computed the value of β using data from the training
period. This would introduce a more accurate than possible
estimation of β which is used in the later ML model training.
To mitigate this, we used a sliding window approach to avoid
any chance of forward bias.
We also observed that ML cannot be blindly utilized in
this case due to the high occurrence of noise in the price
movement of assets in the pairs portfolio which can easily
cause the problem of overfitting. Our initial model included
technical features such as exponential moving average, relative
strength index but the result showed huge disparity between
the in-sample and out-of-sample performance. Also, the use
of ML to predict trade directions might be contradictory to
the theoretical basis of pairs trading. If we try to learn all the
subtleties in market movements using ML, we are deviating
from our initial hypothesis of price reversion between the
pairs. These two reasons made us reconsider the role of
ML in our pairs trading strategy. Instead of using ML for
trading signal prediction, we propose using ML as a portfolio
construction tool. The main idea on this will be presented in
Part II of this paper.

III. PAIRS T RADING
A. Cointegration
We consider a spread model as follows. Let Xt and Yt be
two time series which represent the stock prices in our paper.
To serve the purpose of pairs trading, Xt and Yt must be uniroot non-stationary. Suppose they share some common source
of non-stationarity.
Xt = at + βX Wt
Yt = bt + βY Wt
If we manage to solve for some linear combination of Xt and
Yt , then we can get a trend-stationary pairs portfolio by
βY Xt − βX Yt .
This gives rise to the cointegration between Xt and Yt . To
get a pairs portfolio, we simply need to find some linear
combination βX and βY as weights for the two assets.
It is important to note that there is a difference between
correlation and cointegration. Two time series can be correlated but the spread between them can still be diverging. if
the expected value of the spread changes our time, then the
two time series are not cointegrated and using this pair may
cause us to lose a lot of money. This can be illustrated in the
diagram below.

